ACCESSORI ORIGINALI
Automobili Lamborghini has been building legendary super sports cars at Sant’Agata Bolognese since 1963. Each Lamborghini is built by hand, combining advanced technology with a tireless pursuit of perfection. These values are not only applied to car production, but also and especially to the creation of Accessori Originali. Each and every accessory features outstanding quality, breakthrough technology, Lamborghini signature design, and the utmost attention to the smallest details.

The goal remains the same: to exceed our customers’ expectations of quality and service. Accessori Originali Automobili Lamborghini allows you to express your personality to the fullest and make your Lamborghini even more unique.
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FINEST MATERIALS MEET STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY.
Exclusive design and Motorsport technology for your Lamborghini.
SPORT TIRES

Pirelli has drawn from a century of experience to provide you with the perfect tires for your Huracán. Only tires with the exclusive “L” marking on the shoulder guarantee the exclusive Pirelli-Lamborghini project and partnership. Enhancing motorsport technology from track to road. The Lamborghini and Pirelli partnership in the racing world is essential for a technological know-how transfer from motorsport to production lines.

RACING EXHAUST SYSTEM

Huracán, Instinctive Technology.

There’s nothing more instinctive than a roaring V10 juiced up by this sophisticated exhaust system. An exhilarating ferocious rumble in all drive modes, STRADA, SPORT and CORSA, will boost your pleasure at the wheel of your Lamborghini and become more brutal each time you shift. The stylish new laser-engraved terminals will provide an extra touch to make your Huracán truly unmistakable.

All this can be yours without voiding the warranty of your Lamborghini and knowing that you have installed a certified product from the Automobili Lamborghini Accessori range.

Power: up to +5%
Weight reduction: -10%
Recommended for track use only

CENTER LOCK CONVERSION AND RIMS KIT

Forged from lightweight, hard-wearing aluminum alloy specifically selected by Automobili Lamborghini, the center lock conversion kit and exclusive rims revamp your Huracán with an unmistakable sporty and unique look. The kit is compatible with the standard tires. No further type approvals required.

CENTER-LOCK

- ANODIZED BLACK
- ANODIZED RED
- ANODIZED GOLD

BASTET RIMS

- SHINY BLACK

CARBON-CERAMIC BRAKES

Accessori Originali has put so much passion into this set of carbon-ceramic brake discs. Far more performance oriented and much lighter, these brakes provide superior stopping power on road and track alike. All this plus significant weight reductions, a stylish look and, most importantly, guaranteed maximum safety when driving.

- YELLOW
- SILVER
- BLACK
- GREEN
- RED
- ORANGE
The exclusive Accessori Originali Track and Play provides you with your very own telemetry tracking and video recording center. The powerful, lightweight control unit can be easily installed in your car, and you can download the App from the App Store.

Create or choose your track, then measure your all-around performance by analyzing every aspect of your driving prowess. Acceleration, speed, gear engaged, G-force, steering angle, tire pressure and RPM are just some of the data that Track and Play can read, record and analyze for you.

And thanks to the Data Syncing function, you can show the whole world your skill at the wheel of your Lamborghini.

The ultimate telemetric experience:
- Easy to install
- 56 preloaded circuits, plus Track Creator function
- Huracán customized dashboard
- HD video recording and automatic synchronization of telemetry data
- Comparative “Ghost” functionality
- Complete performance analysis
EXTERIOR
A masterpiece made of carbon fiber. The product of 120 hours of high-precision labor.
FRONT LOUVERS
First presented on the Huracán GT3 and SuperTrofeo, the front louvers are developed to fit every Huracán version, offering an aggressive look and the added carbon fiber touch to complete the exterior of the vehicle.

CARBON FIBER ENGINE BAY SHIELDS
Accessori Originali provides the parts you need to add the finishing touch to your engine compartment: a complete set of engine bay shields made of carbon fiber protected by heat-resistant clear coat for an ultra-sporty, hi-tech visual effect.

AERODYNAMIC KIT
The new technological Aerodynamic kit treats your Huracán to an aggressive splitter, side skirts and rear diffuser, providing an assertive, exclusive look with attention to the smallest details. Accurate aerodynamic analysis guarantees high performance in all conditions without neglecting safety and drivability. The kit is available for Huracán LP 580-2 Coupé and Spyder and includes an original rear wing.

FORGED COMPOSITE CARBON FIBER
SET OF RIMS

Engineered and crafted at the Sant’Agata production facility, Lamborghini rims are forged to perfection from a single piece of aluminum. The result is a lighter, thinner rim that does not sacrifice strength.
VALVE CAPS WITH LOGO
Specially designed by Accessori Originali, this precious set of aluminum valve caps with the bull logo are painted and laser-engraved.

WHEEL CENTER CAPS
With different designs, colors and logos to choose from, these jewel-encrusted center caps, hand-crafted by professional artisans, will make your Lamborghini unique and provide added glamour to the wheel rims. And for a new perception of luxury, Automobili Lamborghini Accessori Originali proposes a limited edition product combining the technological innovation of carbon fiber and the exclusivity that only real diamonds can provide.

TRANSPARENT ENGINE BONNET
The powerful, naturally aspirated V10 engine in your Huracán undoubtedly performs the most important task of all. As such, it deserves to be prominently displayed with a transparent engine bonnet.
DOOR LIGHTS

The new Automobili Lamborghini branded LED door lights provide that extra touch that doesn’t go unnoticed. Let yourself be seduced by the unmistakable styling of Automobili Lamborghini, the symbol of the Italian company since it was established in 1963, or by the shield that has always adorned the world’s most exclusive cars. The choice is yours.

AESTHETIC KIT

Customize your Huracán and make it truly unique with this set of racing stripes and rear view mirrors. This kit is available in various colors designed to create aggressive contrasting effects on all of the standard paintwork of the Huracán range. The stripes will not damage the underlying paintwork in any way, even when removed or after a long period of use.

COLORED BRAKE CALIPER KIT

We work passionately to trim down the weight of our cars, and that’s why we use carbon-ceramic brakes, which not only offer a very long service life but are significantly lighter than traditional brakes. Available for both CCB and standard brakes.

- ORANGE
- YELLOW
- BLACK
- RED
- MATTE BLACK
- SHINY BLACK
- RED
- SILVER
- GREEN
- MATTE BLACK
- SHINY BLACK
- RED
- SILVER
- GREEN
The interiors of our cars are made with a unique material: passion.
REAR ARCH
Light and strong, this Rear Arch in high-grade aluminum completes the look of the interior by adding a racing touch. It can be painted in any color.

PHONE HOLDER
The phone holder is designed to increase the useful surfaces inside the Huracán without sacrificing the aesthetics.
You can even customize the floor mats. A stylish combination of carbon fiber, leather, and stitching creates a customized product that fully matches the colors and finishes of your Lamborghini. But if you prefer a classic look, you can choose the standard floor mats with customized leather edge trims.

Limiting the customization options to just leather, Alcantara, and carbon fiber simply might not be sufficient for some. Available in a selection of colors, Lamborghini seat belts guarantee the maximum safety plus an extra touch of color to brighten the passenger compartment.

Limitless performance without sacrificing comfort inside your vehicle.

Powerful flashlight that can be recharged using a 12V power port.
Innovation is never a coincidence, it’s the product of intense commitment.
NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The only way to reach your destination as soon as possible is to choose the fastest route. Our navigation kit will do it for you in perfect Lamborghini style: at maximum speed.

RVC KIT

The rear view camera is housed at the back of the car and switches on automatically when you shift into reverse. The images appear on a 12.3-inch display that even shows the direction in which the steering wheel is turned, making it easier both to park and when leaving parking spaces.

CRUISE CONTROL

Electronic system that automatically controls the speed of your Huracán.

BLUETOOTH KIT

For placing and receiving calls in a simple, safe, integrated way without annoying wires.
Usability

Lamborghini drivers have gasoline running through their veins. And a lot of passion in their hearts.
**LUGGAGE SET**

Set of two exceptionally high-quality travel bags, made of the same fine Italian leather, stitching, and Alcantara used for the upholstery in your Huracán. The Standard set comes in elegant all-black (leather/Alcantara/stitching), while the Ad Personam set can be fully customized to your specification from the range of Huracán upholstery colors and materials. This luggage set is designed to fit perfectly into your Huracán and is the ideal accessory for day-to-day use.

**CONVENIENCE NETS**

Limitless performance without sacrificing comfort inside your vehicle.

**DOCUMENT HOLDER**

Sturdy case designed to hold all the driving papers of your Lamborghini. Can be kept safely tucked away in the glove compartment.
In addition to standard tires and sport tires, Pirelli has drawn from a century of experience to provide you with the perfect winter tires for your Lamborghini. Even in cold weather and on wet roads, these special tires will ensure that you get the most out of your car’s performance without forgoing safety.

THE IMPORTANCE OF “L” MARKED TIRES
Pirelli OE tires are the only tires approved and homologated by Lamborghini. They can be easily recognized by the unique “L” marking on the sidewall.

“L” marked tires are the result of more than 18 months of close technological collaboration and testing between Lamborghini and Pirelli. Pirelli “L” marked tires, with a Lamborghini dedicated profile and tread design, provide:

• the correct dimensional tolerance between front and rear tires and therefore the proper functioning of the Lamborghini 4-wheel drive transmission (front and rear differentials);
• the car’s best performance, excellent drivability and maximum safety both on road and track through the development of the Lamborghini active vehicle dynamics systems on Pirelli tires.

The “L” marked Pirelli tires are the only tires designed with the purpose of enhancing your car’s performance while ensuring a unique driving experience, both on road and track.
CARE & SAFETY

A car that’s built with so much care deserves to be protected. These tailor-made items fit the bill.
ANTI-STONE CHIPPING PROTECTIVE FILM
Automobili Lamborghini designed this set of invisible films, applied directly at the factory and available for every model, specification, finish and version, to make sure your Huracán is protected from day one.

ECO-FRIENDLY CAR CARE KIT
This set combines the practicality of having the right products with special attention to the environment and includes the following products: Exterior Wash & Wax, Matte surface wash, Leather & Alcantara detailer, Tire glaze formula. Convenient packaging, gloves, and soft towels complete the kit.

BATTERY MAINTAINER
A properly charged battery is important for a special occasions car. This device keeps your vehicle's battery charged and ready to go.
INDOOR CAR COVER

The indoor cover made of interlock fabric hugs your Huracán to perfection. Dustproof and non-scratch, the cover sports the Lamborghini emblem and is perfect for protecting your vehicle when stored for any length of time.

CARBON LOOK CAR COVER

For all Huracán owners who want the ultimate in terms of protection, Accessori Originali offers an exclusive cover made of Carbon Look fabric that stretches, "breathes", repels water and oil, blocks UV rays, and is fire-resistant. All this plus a surface finish with a sporty, elegant look.

SEAT COVER AND STEERING WHEEL COVER

The seats and steering wheel of your Huracán have been crafted by expert artisans over many hours of painstaking work, which is why these parts of your Huracán must be protected even indoors. The steering wheel cover and seat cover are made of hard-wearing stretch fabrics bearing the Lamborghini emblem and are the perfect solution for those who want to care for their vehicle even when not in use.
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SATELLITE ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM
This secure and reliable tracking system ensures that the engine ignition system is blocked remotely in the event of a theft attempt. It is currently the world’s most advanced anti-theft system.

DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE
Easy to use and programmable, this pressure gauge has a black anodized aluminum body. Use it to check the pressure of your tires and ensure top performance in all conditions.

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID KIT
Specially designed and easily transported, this kit contains everything you need to cope with an emergency.
Use only original Lamborghini replacement parts on your vehicle.
Lamborghini declines any responsibility for damage caused by the use of other parts or accessories.
Please note that not all replacement parts and accessories are permitted or available in every country.
Post-installation of some articles depends on the standard equipment on your vehicle and its year of manufacture.

For further information please contact your Lamborghini dealer.